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POST EAKTHQüaK^ COAbTHuJTlOi. 0/ ÜUDlZ

Aybars Sürpmar

Associate Professor of Engineering Sciences
Earthquake Engineering Research Institute

kiddle East Technical University, Ankara Turkey

SUUv.aRY

The town of Gediz in Hestern Turkey was struck by an earthquake

in Ltarch 1970. Since then the Turkish government has
built a new town (Mew Gediz) about Û kms from the original
location. As the old town is still habitated the problem
has arisen for the government to investigate and decide
about the suitability for habitation of Gediz from the point
of view of seismic risk. The present report is a culmination
of such an investigation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Score of the Problem
A devastating earthquake struck the town of Gediz and environs in
Larch 1970. The damage due to this earthquake coupled with the
fire caused by it destroyed some parts of the town. The government
decided at that time to relocate the town. Peculiar topmgraphical
conditions of Gediz was one of the factors which caused panic in
the inhabitants who in turn pressured the authorities to make the
decision of relocation. The new town (called New Gediz) was
constructed about 8 kilometers south of the old location and
within two years it became a lively center of habitation. Today
New Gediz has a population of about 12000.
The old town, on the other hand, did not disintegrate into a ghost
town either and is occupied by about 7000 inhabitants today,
approximately 70% of the population it had in 1970, before the
earthquake. As the town offices have moved to New Gediz, the
inhabitants of Old Gediz have again formed a pressure group to
demand municipal facilities from the government.
This article is the summary of the investigation carried out by
the Liddle East Technical University Earthquake Engineering
Research Institute to determine the suitability of Old Gediz
for habitation with respect to seismic considerations, as
requested by governmet authorities.
1.2 Pre-Rarthquake Gediz
The town of Gediz had a population of 10651 according to the
October 1970 census. In the province of Kiitahya it was one of the
four towns with population over 10000. For this reason it had a
certain amount of social and commercial activity. This is
influential to some extent to the number of public and civic
buildings in the town in contrast to traditional dwellings.
The town is located in the valley of a river of the same name,
(Figure 1). In the center of the town a peculiar basaltic formation

underlying rubble dominates the scenery, (Figures 2 and 3).
The river runs through this formation leaving a strip of narrow
flat land on each side for suitable habitation. However, this
land was densely populated before the earthquake. Although not
as densely as this part; the 'castle' (as the basaltic formation
is locally called) also provided habitable land to a considerable

population.
The type of construction in Gediz prior to the earthquake may
be classified in three categories.
- reinforced concrete frame
- wood frame
- stone or brick masonry
Almost all reinforced concrete buildings were non-residential.
These were schools, banks, dormitories, hospitals, etc and
totaled to no more than fifteen in Gediz.
By far the most common residential type of construction in
Gediz is wood frame. A typical Gediz house of this type (llimiç)
may be seen in Figure 4. The major deficiency of this type of
construction during an earthquake is the danger of loose infill,improper diagonal bracing and poor masonry foundation. A more
refined version of this type of construction may be seen in
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j j 1 lire '>. i'ae ài'. t t\ o points oi' dtu'icn'Jicy are generally taken
c;.rc ok ia tnis type (bu dndi) ui cony true tion.
Only 5-10;. oi buildups in uediz «ere masonry £U. nut even such,
a small number oi' musonr utrnctures Influenced Die number of
casualties to a prent extent.

2. nVhhT 02 i.jUvOii 28, 1970

The Gediz earthquake occurred at 21 02 23-5 local time and had
a magnitude of 7.3 on tin: dichter scale. Tue epicentral intensity
was controversial and was given as VIII and Ik on the Ikodified
i.ercalli scale by difierent experts. The epicentral coordinates
were given as 39.21 h 29.51 h and the focal depth was calculated
as 18 kms.
Tue epicenter lies about 20 kins Imw of the town of Gediz. The
earthquake «vas felt in an area of 350000 square kilometers and
had an intensity of Lh 2 VII over an area of 1250 square kms.

According to Jzsoy and Çelebi C17, although the material and
workmanship of reinforced concrete structures were sub-standard
they performed satisfactorily during tie earthquake, hon of
these col Lapsed completely.
Tm major causes of failure for wood frame structures were
spilling of loose infill material, inadequate cross bracing
and poor foundation. Sidesway of one sucli building due to
inadequate cross bracing may be seen in figure 6. On the whole,
however, wood frame structures behaved exceptionally well
duriig the earthquake.
Stone and orick masonry (unreinforced) structures behaved poorly
and unpredictably, when tiiey failed their failure was almost
total and frequently catastrophic.
a disadvantage of wood structures was observed during the firewhich folio.ed the earthquake. Due to the narrowness of the
streets near tue quay and blockage oy debris made it impossiblefor rescue teams to reach tne affected area increasing the
number of casualties considerably.
Total number of casualties due to the earthquake (including firecasualties) totaled 1086 of which 360 i ere from Gediz. The
relative destructiveness of the Gediz earthquake to those
recently occurred in Turkey may be seen in Table 1, (from C21

3. dhXhhlG hlthi. C0i.blDaKATI0.«S

3.1 methodology
teismic risk oi' Gediz and its environs were considered using the
method developed by Cornell and nertz C3J revised by Shah et al
CAJ and Gürpinar and bülkan first of all, seismic sources.re selected b«.sed on soirmicity and tectonics of the considered
uiua. ji.ll tne past epicenters are tuen as ociated with one of
tu u «. ..oiirceu. fre money-magnitude relationships are establishedfor e.ic.i source and maximum ua> nitudes that may oe generated,
by these sources arc ostl...^ted. Iso-aceelerution contours forliven exceedunce probaoLiities and time periods are drawn fortne considered region.
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Characteristics of seismic sources may be seen in Table 2.
1.2 Regional Comparison of Seismic Risk
Iso-acceleration contours for 20% probability of exceedance
and 50 year time period may be seen in Figure 7. Peak ground
acceleration values for some towns in the region are as follows:
Gediz, 850; Emet, 780; Simav,770; U§ak, 690; and KUtahya, 640;
all in gals.
It should be pointed out that New Gediz which is only 8 ktns
south of the old town is still within the 800 gal contour.
Although Gediz has the largest peak ground acceleration value
for given probability of exceedance and time period, the difference

between Gediz and other towns (such as Emet and Simav) is
not appreciable enough to decide against habitation in Gediz.
The risk curves for 1, 20 and 50 year periods may be seen in
Figure 8.

4. MICROZOHING CONSIDERATIOkS

Microzoning of Gediz is considered from the following points of
view:
-proper land usage (industrial, residential, green area, etc)
-spacing and height restriction of buildings in each zone
-proper seismic coefficient for each zone

In doing this, three major factors were considered as hazard
potentials.
-soil amplification of earthquake ground motion
landslide potential
-fire potential
Fifteen bore holes were drilled and a resistivity study was
carried out to determine the influence of the first two points
on microzoning. Unfortunately, microzoning of Gediz has not
been completed at the time of the writing of this article.
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Western Turkey Eastern Turkey

Darthquak* *o K M r Earthquake N M r
Adupazarl
27.7.67 IX 89 5569 16

Varto
19.8.66 IX 2394 50007 120

Amaara
1.9.6S VIII 29 2072 14

Pülüraür
26.7.67 VIII 97 1282 76

Alagehir
28.3.69 VIII 41 1700 11

Bingöl
22.5.71 VIII 870 5356 162

Gediz
28.3.70 IX 1086 9452 114

Lice
6.9.75 VIII 2385 8165 292

Burdur
12.5.71 VIII 57 1487 18

Çaldiran
24.11.76 IX 3840 9232 415

Total 8.4
Ave.

1302 22280 38
Ave.

8.4
Ave.

9536 '-4042 213
Ave.

A: number of loss of life
number of heavily damaged structures

r: nuuiDer of loss of life per 1000 destroyed structures
Table 1. A Comparison of Recent Turkish Earthquakes

Source Length
(km)

Average
Focal Depth

(km)

Distance
to Gediz

(km)
a b

1 105 33.8 34.8 3.8990 -0.5541

2 110 27.3 30.2 3.5428 -O.5073

3 105 27.3 33.9 4.6003 -0.7332

4 150 39.0 55.9 4.7865 -0.6454

a,b: regression constants of frequency-magnitude relationships

Table 2. Seismic Source Characteristics

Figure 1. General Vie-« of Gediz
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Figure 2. Gediz-Peculiar Topographical Feature

Figure 3• Ruins of a I..osque on Basaltic Formation

Figure 4. Typical Wood Frame Structure (Hiraig)
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Figure 8. Seismic Risk Curves for Gediz- 1,20,50 Years
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IABSE/ ISMES — S iilNAH ON CONSTRUCTION.) IN SEI Si. II ZoKES
Session: Repairs and reconstruction of the structui'os

STRUCTURAL REPAIR OP MONUMENTAL MASONRY BUILDINGS

ALBANESI SILVIO, engineer, assistant, University of Ancona (Italy)
BEER PAOLO, engineer, assistant, University of Ancona
GIACOIIETTI ROBERTO, engineer, graduate technicist, Univ. of Ancona
GUIDI VITTORIO, engineer, builder, Ancona
MENDITT0 GIOVANNI, professor of civil engineering, Univ. of Ancona

SUMMARY*

This report deals with some structural repairs performed on
monumental and historical buildings in the Marche district (Italy)
The structural repairs deal particularly with floors, masonry
walls, foundations, arches, vaults and domes.

RESUME. RESTAURATION STRUCTURALE SUR DES BATIMENTS MONUMENTALS
Dans cette communication sont illustrées quelques techniciens de
restauration structurale réalisée sur des bâtiments monumentals
de la région Marche. En particuler les interventions concernent:
les planchers, les murs, les fondations, les arcs, les voûtes et
les dômes.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. STRUKTURALE RESTAURATION VON MONUMENTAL GEBÄUDEN

- In dieser pubblikation werden einige technische Restaurations
arbeiten an Monumental gebäuden - insbesondere an Decken,

Mauern, Fundamenten, Bögen, Gewölben und Kuppeln - erläutert.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The repair and strenghthening of a masonry construction damaged by
an earthquake have the intention of restoring the building to the
previous service and, at the same time, to assure the resistance of
the whole and of each part against seismic forces of fixed intensity.

This report deals with some structural repairs performed on
monumental and historical buildings in the Marche district (Italy).
The general criteria and some specific techniques of structural
repairs against earthquake are emphasized. At the same time the
remarkable difficulties that arise when dealing with very old and
sometimes crumpling buildings are pointed out« We underline the
difficulties of having to work in the presence of imposed structural
solutions, patterns and technologies associated with dimensional
problems which imposed the employment of the tools as well as the
mobility of the workmen and, sometimes, the type of reinforcement.

2. GENERAL CRITERIA OP STRUCTURAL REPAIR

The chosen structural repair techniques are founded on the employment

of concrete with ordinary tensile strength reinforcing or pre-
stressing steel and fundamentally result in microsewing, binding,
bracing, cages, etc. In special cases steel frameworks and lattices

mashed in a suitable way are employed.

The architectonic requirement of preserving, almost everywhere, the
original patterns of the skin-walls of the enclosures and the
partitions, has prevented the choice of repairing the structure by
covering the masonry.

However, the remarkable geometrical consistency of the structures,
typical for the buildings under consideration, has allowed us to
obtain the reinforcement of the masonry making use of the hollow
spaces. In this manner a repair that leaves all cultural values of
the building unaltered in obtained.

3. EXAMPLES OP STRUCTURAL REPAIRS

3.1 Poundations

When a change of the foundation ground associated with reduced
consistency in the foundation masonry due to the mortar alteration is
verified, it is sometimes found necessary to use vertically-inclined

micropoles in a fan-shaped arrangement in order to affect a wide
area of ground. At this stage the problems connected with the
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interaction .round—foarui ttion should obviously be taken into account.

Those micro soles should be drilled with machines of moderate
dimensions which are able to be introduced easily in closed spaces
through normal openings and which have no height problems.

The micropoles diameter, range 8+14 cm, can be variable (as a
spyglass) while the length is connected with the stress-working
values of the ground and obviously limited by the highest allowable

loads for each diameter.

After the arrangement of the reinforcement with steel bars, the
casting takes place with a mortar injection under pressure so that
an improvement of the foundation masonry is obtained too.

In the foundation the manufacture of the reinforced concrete lin—
tols in made with full cuts of the masonry for a height equal to
that of the lintol to be inserted. During such a stage the
overhanging wall is supported with casting-embodied steel jacks provided

with a screw and put into action with a torque wrench in order
to check the applied stresses. Then dihedral-shaped formwork ia
applied to facilitate the performance of the casting. Finally the
filling up of the whole space is obtained with pressurising starting

from the top matcing use of suitable vibrators.

During these works there aren't any structural movements, in
contrast to the traditional arrangements of lintol erecting done
step—by-step without any supports.

3.2 Masonry walls

The masonry mesh with bearing functions, of closed quadrilateral
shape possibly regular and balanced is selected in the plan of the
building. Then it is propped up with a vertical and horizontal
reinforcing mesh using prestressed concrete tendons.

The perforation performed by rotation is obtained with a hydraulic
engine working to a low number of revolutions in order to avoid
excessive vibrations that are harmful for the masonry. The hydraulic

engine is of limited dimensions so that it is possible to
arrange a remarkable handling of the drill and there is the possibility

of working to different heights placing the oil-dynamic station
on the soil level. Therefore the transmission of the fluid

takes place with rubber pipes over ten metres in length. The
holes, 5 + 5 cm in diameter, are made up to 50 m long and with any
position.

Then the tendons for prestressed concrete are inserted into the
hole. These tendons are prestressed or protected by an oiled pla-
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si:ic sheath inside and afterwards post-tensioned.

In this latter case the steel of theunbounded tendons is protected
against the oxidization independently of the external mortar injection

reliability. Moreover it is possible to perform the post-ten-
sioning after the external mortar injection and therefore when the
masonry has stiffened.

Additives are added to the mortar
to prevent shrinkage.

In this manner a local improvement

of the crossing masonry is
obtained. In fact the fluid
mortar saturates the exsistent
spaces between the constitutive
elements and the wide hollows
unfortunately always present in
this particular type of stone
masonry.

In order to have a hooped lin-
tol (fig. 1), sewings
with a group of four
tendons are arranged.
Before the tensioning
the tendons of the
group are stirruped
with 0 12+14 welded
crop-ends, with 150 +
200 cm centres. These

stirrups join in a
whole the four tendons

and play the
important role of
preventing the transverse

vibrations that a-
ny tendon may exhibit
following the sudden
tensile stresses
produced by earthquake
shock effects.

TEN BON MWOftteE

Fig. 1

There is the possibility
of changing the

direction of the four Fig. 2

tendons locally on
the condition that the axial simmetry is respected. Particularly
the solution of fig. 2 is feasible when a structural element lies
in the area of the anchorage of the tendons.
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The intersection of bearing walls is propped up with a column—shaped

vertical reinforcement firstly to improve the area of the crossing
of the level lintols, secondly to effect a better connection

between the different floors and finally to inject mortar with
additives into the masonry.

In this case the reinforcements are generally made by deformed steel
bars which are stirruped every 50 60 cm, in the same a way as

the lintols.
Repair or anchorage microsewing is arranged on the masonry and on
the masonry cornices or friezes
where necessary.

The holes, made by chrifters
with a drill range 2*3 cm, are
filled under pressure using
mortar with additives after the
insertion of deformed steel
bars of 0 6 + 8. These microse-
wings are efficacious for stone
masonry and particularly the
connection of a masonry wall
with brick masonry.

Sometimes and for small length
(50 + 100 cm) the steel bars are
replaced by brass threaded ones
in order to avoid a possible
attack by atmospheric agents.

» /
w
i'

TENDON

TENSION BAes

CB0SSIN6 TENDONS

jl\l_
Finally it makes use sometimes
of tendons, each of them
running into the masonry wall
alternatively crossing from one
face to another (fig. 3). The
following results are achieved:
— a greater setting on the skin-masonry;
— a smaller fatigue of the masonry during the drilling stage;
— a hopping effect of the masonry core;
— the possibility of erecting the lintols with prestressed tendons

on walls which are not rectilinear.

Fig. 3

3.3 Floors

In structural repairs which require radical change, cast-in-situ
partially prestressed floor joists with clay-blocks are chosen.
In these cases the question is to make suitable correlations between

the floors and the walls.
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In the place of the pre-existing wood beam butts, the complete
cutting of the masonry to receive
a standard reinforced concrete
lintol is performed step by
step. In the same way as the
structural repair to the
foundation, during the cutting
stage the masonry is supported
with casting-embodied jack made

by two steel plates connected
with a height adjusting

rod (fig. 4).

The casting in done as far as
the extrados plane of the
slab, then an inclined form-
work is arranged for the
concrete filling of the hollow
that is: still in the masonry.
This latter part of the ca- Fig. 4

sting must be pressurised,
carefully vibrated and done u-
sing mortar with additives.

3.4 Arches and vaults

The old bracing sy»
stems or those
which use the ties
placed on the
extrados, above the
crow section so as
to hide their
presence, are no longer

used. Both
these devices reduce

but do not cancel

the harmful
effects of the drifts
specially when used
for rather splender
abutments.

It is pointed out
that when making a
repair to curved e-
lements of historical

and monumental
buildings it is very

difficult to
Fig. 5
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find single system doing; the job. This arises from the following
facts: the inadmissibility of visible metallic ties imposed by
aesthetic considerations; the heterogeneousness of the structural
performances of the elements to be repaired; the generally limited
snace available above
the extrados; finally,
the inconsistency of
the support points.

REINFORCED CONCRETE
STEUCTÜRE

INTO THE MASONRY

Fig. 6

Therefore several
structural repair
patterns are employed.
The following appear as
most meaningful.

When enough space at
the extrados of the
arch to be repaired is
available a reinforced
concrete box—structure
is arranged in the
inner part of the arch.
Several arch quoins are
jointed to this box-
-structure. In the case

of fig. 5 the box—
-structure is jointed
using inclined ties to
the reinforced concrete
lintol placed on the top of the
building so as to transfer the load
into the more efficient static areas.

In the presence of very sm3.ll crown
space above the extrados, a system
of reinforced concrete cantilevers
is arranged so as to balance the
thrust of the vault, using the
position of the overhanging column
(fig. 6).

Sometimes the thrust is eliminated
using two inclined ties departing
from the springer and anchored in
the middle of a rigid reinforced
concrete beam. This latter is
completely indipendent of the vault and supported on the abutments of
the same vault (fig 7).

Fig. 7
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Non typical structural
repair perforated on a ogival
jpropless vault deserves a

Cention. This can be done
hen the above mentioned

[techniques and particularly
*the use of a tie, located
[in a statically ineffective
osition for aesthetic reasons,

are impractical. In
this case the springer
[pressures should come from
ftwo reinforced concrete
[cantilevers placed at the
Springer of the vault and
[arranged with sheated
tendons inserted and tensioned
when the casting has stif-
fened. The tendons fasten
the cantilever to a facade—
—wall efficiently (fig. 8).

In the presence of a strain
condition produced by an i-
nadequate loading of the
curved element (fig. 9), Fig. 8

there should be arranged on
the extrados artificial
[nasaless loads, located at
la number of limited points
and obtained by tendons
tensioned in a suitable way and by screw-jacks embodied afterwards
in a reinforced concrete lintol.
3.5 Domes

The analysis for behaviour under static loading required for the
structural repair of the domes frequently indicates that the line
of pressure comes out of the kernel of the cross section so that,
specially near the vertex there arise strained zones. These latter
in the primary structural idea, are reduced (never cancelled) by
the masonry turrets. Obviously such a device i3 not feasible as a
structural repair especially to hold the entity of the masses which
come into play.

Therefore live stresses are to be balanced with the artificial
massless loads.

Actually a steel inner—dome made by two elements separated by a
joint is arranged. An element is jointed at the bottom to a pre-
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stressed concrete ring, the
other one is jointed at the
top to the vertex of the
dome. The joint allows
thermal expansions and
deformation changes due to
shrinkage.

Then a set of steel cables,
departing from the top of
the dome and separated from
the masonry by a truss, loads

only the end side of
the dome as far as it is
necessary for the equilibrium

while a forces system
which contributes to place
the line of pressure in the
centre is arranged (fig.
10).

4. CONCLUSIONS

The illustrated structural
repairs have been studied
so the strengthening struc-i
ture, as prestressed, is a-
ble to collaborate with the

Fig. 9
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existant stoneworks right from the beginning.

In this manner structural movements, which are particularly harmful
for the masonry structures are avoided.

The architectonic value of the repaired buildings associated with
their usage features require non-typical structural, repairs
generally independent of the costs involved, but carried out to respect
and to preserve above all the greatness of the building and, at the
same time, to improve its earthquake resistance.
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STRENGTHENING OF MASONRY BUILDINGS

by

D. Benedetti and E. Vitiello
Associate Professors, Politecnico di Milano, Italy

SUMMARY

The problem of strengthening buildings made by bricks and stone-work is considered
at two principal levels: (a) invention, description and evaluation of

various techniques for strengthening; (b) cost-benefit analysis and desgin methods.
Level (a) is introduced in the paper as a survey presentation.
Level (b) consists in the statement of the problem of design as an optimization
with logical (yes-no) variables. The problem is translated into a graph and
solved by a method of critical path.

RESUME

Le reinforcement des bâtiments en pierre et/ou briques est considéré à deux
niveax: (a) invention, description et évaluation des techniques, (b) analyse des
coût-profit et decisions du projet.
Le niveau (a) est donné par une revue. Le niveau (b) est ici présenté par la
formulation du projet dans la forme d'une minimisation à variables logiques. La
solution est indiquée par la méthode du parcours critique d'un graph orientée.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Das Problem bezueglich der Verstärkung von Stein- und Ziegel-Bauten ist hier
aus zwei Standpunkten betrachtet: (a)Erfindung, Beschreinbung und Wertung von
verschiedenen Versärkunggstechniken; (b) Analyse von den Konsten-Ersparungen
und Zeichnungsmethoden. Niveau (a) wird als Quellenverzeichnis dargelet. Niveau
(b) das Problem der Zeichnungsmethoden ist erklärt als Optimisierung von logischen

Variablen (ya-nein). Das Problem ist einem "graph" gegeben und durch die
Methode "critical path" aufgelöst.

^Research carried out in the frame of C.N.R.'s Italian Geodynamics Project.

Publication n. 71
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1. INTRODUCTION

In many countries of the world situated in seismic areas various urban settlements

include old buildings made up by various techniques and materials among
which bricks and stones are more commonly used. Quite often these buildings
have a poor resistence against horizontal forces generated by earthquakes. This
is due to many factors such as (a) the poor quality of mortars, (b) the unade-
quate bonds between orthogonal walls, (c) the high in-plane deformability of
horizontal diaghagms, what prevents horizontal forces to be transferred to
vertical resisting elements, (d) the poor bonds between slabs and walls. An

important role is played by functional changes and manipulations which frequently
old buildings experienced during their life: this causes either the weakening

of bearing walls due to openings not accounted for in the original design
or the addition of "new" parts to the buildings which give rise to planar dissi-
metries which in turn originate torsional effects during the seismic shock.

These elements point out the importance of the problem connected with the
definition of strengthening methods for masonry buildings. In the Author's opinion,
the problem can be splitted in different stages:
a) Invention, testing, and practical implementation of techniques to add resistence

to buildings of the above mentioned type. The following chapter 2 is devoted

to a survey of the literature and of the current practice in this field.
Attention is paid to the evaluation of the additional resistence that can be
obtained by different techniques, although quantitative results are scarse.
b) Statement of design methods for strenghthening. A decision method in earthquake

engineering rests on cost-benefit analysis; refs. [lj [2] [3] are examples

of this approaches. In Chapter 3 of the present paper, cost-benefit analysis
is implemented to deal with practical design. In the case of strengthening old
buildings structural decisions to be taken are often quantified by logical
rather than by scalar design variables. For example: the design for strengthening

a masonry building may deal with the decisions of re-building or not slabs,
or/and prestressing or not the wall... while it is not very important to define
"to what extent" the new slab must bear or "to what extent" the prestressing
should be. The decisions regarding "to what extent" often are not structural
variables since they depend on technological and practical constraints. While
decisions regarding "the what extent" are expressed clearly by scalar design
variables, "to build or not to build" is expressed by a logical (yes-no) variable.

In Chapter 3 the traditional statements of the design seen as minimization
problem are adopted. The functions to be minimized contain the cost of strengthening,

the non-structural benefits due to the works of strengthening, the expected

future monetary damages and the expected number of victims. In traditional
cost-benefit analysis the minimization is carried out with respect to continuous
design variables. Constrained minimization give rise to the concept of marginal
cost, useful to incorporate non monetary aspects of the problem, such as the
loss of lives. As it was stated earlier, in this case we have
to deal with discrete (yes-no) design variables. As a consequence new minimization

techniques have to be implemented. This will be done by representing the
design space as a graph and adopting the critical path technique to minimize
the object function. In addition the nature of implied variables makes the
concept of marginal cost to be no more pregant. Two different uses of cost-benefit

analysis may take shape. The first one (sec. 3.2) consists in the determination
of the minimum cost of strengthening, considering also expected future

damages but ignoring losses in human lifes. The second (sec.3.3) consists in
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including the risk to human life as a penalty term. The two corresponding optimal
design will bracket the range of reasonable solutions for practical design.

Ref. [2] shows that in some instances this range is very narrow. Thus the use
of the two above procedures allows to identify a sort of "feasible" region for
strengthening design.

2. MAIN STRENGTHENING TECHNIQUES

Basically strengthening operations carried out on old buildings aim to give
rise to a box-type structural behaviour. Continuous vertical elements need thus
to be properly connected each other and to horizontal diaphragms which in turn
have to transmit horizontal forces to resisting vertical walls proportionally
to their stiffnesses. Moreover an appropriate distribution of shear walls has
to be obtained in such a way that torsional effects are avoided.
These targets may be pursued in various manners: the essential features of the
main techniques which are usually adopted will be shortly described in what
follows.
2 .1 Vertical plates
The basic idea of this procedure is to overlap to original walls new continuous
resisting vertical structures. This can be made in several ways, i.e.:
(1) With reinforced concrete plates laid on the two sides of the wall and sewed
together by transversal steel passing through the wall. These plates are usually
more than 5 cm. thick, it turns out that the original walls become considerably
bigger and heavier.

FIG, 1 a FIG. 1 B

A development of this technique [7J consists in the use of steel nets with
modular shape of 15 X 15 Cm. placed on both sides of the wall and mutually
connected through the wall (fig.l). Concrete is spread over the net thus obtaining

vertical plates about 3 cm. thick. A difficulty connected with the use ofvertical plates lies in the poor continuity between the old and the "new" wall
due to incomplete adhesion between the pre-existing and strengthening structure
and due to shirnkage.
(2) These difficulties may be somehow overtaken by the use of gunite (or shot-
crete). This is a method of applying a cement sand mix with an impact which
assures a good bond. It is a mix with a rather good water-cement ratio for good
strength and minimum shrinkage. Moreover this method of application provides
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excellent freedom of shape. A 1.5 - 2 cm. thickness may be obtained. The use of
gunite requires high-pressure equipments, what results into practical limitations

of the method especially when one has to deal with walls of a very poor
quality.
2.2 Horizontal runners
A traditional strengthening method consist in the use of horizontal r.c. bonds
at roof, lintel and plinth level. Under a structural point of view such runners
improve bending characteristics of walls transverse to the direction of the
horizontal force by supporting them at fixed points and reducing bending
tensions in the horizontal plane which occur when transverse walls behave as slabs
due to seismic action. Good results may be obtained by coupling horizontal and
vertical r.c. runners with appropriate connections among them. In this way a
sort of framed system is achieved which exhibits a good resistance to seismic
forces. This technique however produces strong changes in the original look of
the building and this fact may constitute a restriction to its use.
2.3 Steel reinforcement

Reinforcing bars may be inserted in drilled cores which are then sealed by
cement grouting.
This technique may achieve excellent results and shows the merit of not producing

changes in the original look of the building. However drilling may take
place successfully only in systems which already have enough strength: when the
quality of the building is very poor it is advisable to proceed to an improvement

of quality of the walls (e.g. by grouting) before inserting bars.
Steel reinforcement may be used both to achieve a bond between orthogonal walls
and to increase the lateral of single walls (figs. 2-3-4). In the first case
diagonal drills are performed on either vertical edges of the two walls. As far
as the second problem is concerned different possibilities of placing reinforcement

exist. In reI. [4] three different solutions were examined with reference
to simple models (see fig.5) i.e. steel at vertical corners (fig. 5a), steel at
jambs (fig. 5b) and steel both at vertical comers and jambs (fig. 5c). Experimental

ultimate loads (defined as the load causing the first crack in each
pier) show the following ratios in the three cases stated above:

(UL) : (UL). : (UL) 1:0.89:1.56abcAs far as ductility is concerned tests show that when reinforcement exists
anywhere in a pier this can take additional shear force after cracking. This does
not happen with unreinforced wall, where failure is sudden.

In refs. [5] and [6] tests carried out at Roorkee school on models of brick
buildings strengthened in various ways are reported. The following table shows
the stregthening methods which have been investigated and the improvement of
lateral resistance. Reference is made to the lateral resistance of the unreinforced

house.
TABLE 1

Type Ultimate Load

1) Unreinforced house 1

2) With lintel band 1

3) Lintel and plinth bands 1.25
4) Vertical steel at corners 2.95
3) " " at jambs 1.4
3) " " and corners 4.1
7) " " at corners + lintel band 3.2
3) " " at jambs + lintel band 1.6
3) " " at jambs + corners + lintel band 4.4
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Comments to above table reported in [ 5] point out that horizontal steel at
lintel level does not contribute to lateral resistance, since failure occurs at
the plinth level. This feature is confirmed by the comparison of the cases (4)
and (5) with the cases (7) and (8) respectively which differ from the previous
ones due to the lintel band whose effect towards lateral strengthening is seen
to be of the order of the 12% as a minimum.

This respect it is worth noting however that the insertion of lintel bands
improves the connection between orthogonal walls. In the case of originally
poor tie between such walls horizontal steel may result in an increasing of
lateral resistance. Moreover above results make clear the considerable importance

of vertical steel. Steel at jambs is relatively less important with
respect to the ultimate load: the overall resistence of the structure is however
increased due to the better defense of corners resulting from the reinforcement.
2.4 Prestressinq
Prestressing of walls may be obtained by the use of vertical (fig.6) and
horizontal (fig. 7,8) rendons which can be either inserted in drilled cores or
placed on both faces of the wall. In the case of vertical rods they are threaded

into foundations anchorages. Horizontal tendons are connected to vertical
edges of walls by means of steel plates which distribute pressures over a
portion of wall. Usually bars of 14-18 cm. of diameter are employed to this aim.
It should be noted that the use of prestressed tendons may produce changes in
the original statics of the building which might not be suffered by poor quality
structures; it is thus advisable to previously undertaken strengthening operations

which enable structure to withstand tendons. In some instances horizontal
tendons are lied down on slabs connecting opposite walls or corners (fig.9).
The basic aim of prestressing is to induce into the wall a biaxial state of
compression in order to reduce tensions due to lateral load. Note that brickwork

is especially suited for prestressing due to its limited creep and shrinkage
characteristics [9] In ref. [8] the following expression is given to

represent the increase h of lateral resistance of a prestressed wall by means
of horizontal rods:

0-0 2 CT0 " ° 2
-= + 1) - -=2

3 t„ 3 -
lK " TK

2
h

'-f
being:

ctq average vertical compression stress
a horizontal compression stress

tr ultimate shear stress with no vertical overloaded on the wall (self
weight only).

Tests reported in [8] shown an increase of lateral resistence which is bigger
for lower values of tr (poor quality wall).
2.5 Grouting
Intrusions of cement grout into wall interstices is frequently used. This
technique shows the advantage of producing no change in the original look and
in the original statics of buildings. For this last reason it is frequently
employed before the use of other strengthening techniques (such as drilling or
prestressing) in order to assure enough strength.
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FIG. 10 FIG. 11

The efficiency of grouting is conditioned by the initial quality of wall, the
type of cement mix used and by level to diffusion within the wall of the mixture.

The last two factors play an important role in the determination of the
overall cost of the operations.
Moreover grouting is not very effective with respect to the improvement of
connections between orthogonal walls. Intrusions are often performed by drilling
4 cm. diameter cores with a spacing of 40-100 cm. into the wall (see fig. 10-11).
Intrusions are made at a low pressure (3-4 Kg/cm2

level so that exceeding water may be properly drained. Under a broad point of
view it may be stated that by grouting the wall, which quite often is of a poor
quality, may achieve a lateral strength of the same order of a well-made un-
reinforced wall. If an increase of lateral resistence is derired, as it may
happen if a seismic provision is enfonced to old buildings, grouting has to be
coupled to other strengthening methods. Tests reported in ref. [8j show that
the poorer in the wall the greater increase in lateral strength may be obtained.

3. DESIGN DECISIONS FOR STRENGTHENING

A cost-benefit statement of the problem of design deals with the following four
items :

i) the cost of the strengthening:

C " C (1)
i=l

where C, is the cost for the i-th type of strengthening work. For instance:
Cj is trie cost of re-building the slabs, Cthe cost of grouting, etc...
In the following C and are costs per year, and can be related to an
unique investement via the concept of constant investement rate (or amortization).

ii) The benefit derived from each strengthening work, with the exception of
benefit for structural (seismic-proof) consequences:

ß v ES. (2)
i-1 1
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For instance: is the benefit, for the new slabs and floor, B^ is the
benefit for a water-proof external wall, etc... A criterion can be to evaluate

in terms of variation in rentability. Again is referred to one year.

iii) The future monetary damages due to earthquakes. Assuming the intensity of
the earthquake (such as peak ground arcelleration) as an independent variable,
a damage function of the type of fig. 12 for a single building is often [3]
assumed. The value a is the ground acc. corresponding to collapse of the
building, a marks the initial cracks, C the moneatry value of the building
(in yearly units) and is a factor of amplification due to the event "collapse"

In- the present case C Cp + C where Cp is the yearly cost of the building
before strengthening. Ref. [3] shows that the future monetary damages can be
expressed by

D (1 + f) $ C N(a) (3)

where N(ä) is the expected number of earthquakes per year having a peak ground
acceleration greater than ä ; f is a parameter depending basically on the
ratio ä/ä See ref. [3] for analytical expressions.

iv) The expected number of victims per year can be expressed by

V e n N(a) (4)

where n is the number of people living in the building and e <1 is a factor
taking into account absence of inhabitants, warning....
3.1 Statement of the optimization problem

In the literature the design problem derived from cost benefit-analysis is stated

in different ways:

min (C - B + D + p V) (5)

or min (C - B + D) ; Vf.K (6)

or min (V); (C - B + D) £ K2 (7)

The relationships among (5) (6) (7) are discussed in ref. [2] [3] together
with the meaning of p Minimization is carried out with respect to the design
variables.
In the present case, as pointed out in the introduction, the design variables
are expressed more properly by "yes-no" type decision. Therefore any particular
point of the design space corresponds to a particular combination of
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"presence" or "absence" of indeces i in the terms C and B .A particular
design corresponds to a certain value of the collapse accelleration of the
building which is expressed in terms of the same indeces i occurring in C

and B :

"a a- n r (11= serial product) (8)
1=1 1

where ap is the collapse ecceleration of the building before strengthening
and

r. 1 + p. (9)
r l

where p. O if the i-th reinforcing has not be included in the design.
pt the percentage of additional resistance due to the i-th work of

strengthening included in the design.

It must be noted that the format of eq.(8) is suggested by table 1, sec.2.3,
however other formats are compatible with the sequel. The evaluation of ap
can be a very serious problem. Since it is outside the scope of this paper,
reference is made to the survey of refs. [lo][ll], and to the methodology
discussed in ref. [l2]
In conclusion: knowing the seismicity N(a), once a is evaluated through (8),
a value of D and V can be also associated to it, through (3) and (4).
The expression appearing in (5), (6), (7) can now computed in principle. Therefore

the constrained (6), (7) or unconstrained (5) minimizations can be carried
out, provided y are given.
In what follows a technique to solve above optimizations is shown.

3.2 The minimum-cost strengthening
As stated in the introduction, the minimum cost design is such that

min W min (C - B + D) (lO)

This corresponds to the problem (5) with p O and to problem (6) with
Kl -
In order to solve problem (10) let us draw a graph as in fig.13. The points of
the graph are: a) a zero design corresponding to the not strengthened existing
building, b) a row of points each corresponding to one strengthening work,
(three in the example of fig. 13), c) other rows of points corresponding to works
to be done in alternative: in the example of fig. 13 horizontal tendons into
existing slabs is alternative to the complete re-building of the sleds.

The arcs between the points are such that any point is connected to zero and to
all the following points, with the exception of column-arcs (arc 2-3 in the
example). Any design can be represented by a path starting from zero and ending
to any point. For example, the path 0-2-4 means a strengthening with horizontal
tendons and vertical prestressing.
The minimization problem is a problem of critical path: find the shortest way
"d" from zero to any point. The length d^ is defined as

d. W. - d.
i, j 3 i

where d. is the minimum value of (C — B + D) when only the works from zero
to i are considered as design variables and W. is the value of (C «• B + D)
when the work j is added to such optimum desigÄ.

The above statement and eqs.(3)-(8) point out that the lengths of all the arcs
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cannot be calculated before the minimization (like in the classical critical
path problem [13]). This is due to the nonadditive nature of the term D in
eq.(10), see eqs.(3) and (8).
On the other hand, since the classical algorithm for critical path proceds
backwards, the classical minimization procedure can be used and the length di,j /
calculated at any step. In fig.13 the steps for the sequential optimization

are written for the example given. In general:

d C - B + D
o, l l l o, l

whet t D I t he t it net um D t q i w 11 h
o, l

also

c c + c
p I

d. C. - B. + D.
1.3 3 3 1.3

D. D. - D.
1,3 3 i

D. is the function D eq.(3), with â ä. and C C. corresponding to
tAe critical path design from zero to i ; the same with

a a. r.i 3

c c. + c.
1 3

It is useful to take record of the values a^ at each step fas fig.13
shows.

The recursive relation is:
d. min { d ; min (d. + d. .)} (11)i o.i j 3 3.1

where j ranges over all the arcs incident in point i
The critical path is obtained as the design for which

d min Id.} (12)li
where i ranges over all the points.
3.3 Design including non monetary damages

We refer now to the general cases of eqs. (5) (6) (7) Ref. [2] defines 11 as
the "maximum price the community is willing to pay in order save one life", and
it is suggested to evaluate it by considering the other (rather than earthquake-
induced) risks that the community has to face.
In the case of stregnthening, y can be assumed to be equal to the same value
associated to the definition of the seismic coefficient for new buildings. When
y is given as a number, the solution of the problem (5) can be obtained by
the same technique of problem (10). The only change consists in the addition
of one term y V (via eq.4) in the computation of d. d Indeed we have
still a problem of unconstrained minimization. 1 1'"'

Ref. [2] points out that in some instances the design is rather insensible to
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changes in p : therefore it can be advisable first to solve the problem of
sec. 3.2 p O) and then the problem (5) with a very large p (some million
dollars). The two optimal designs will bracket the reasonable design solution.
In ref. fche solution of the problem for strengthening and replacement of
building in urban areas produces an optimal value for the design collapse
acceleration ä* of the buildings to be strengthened. If this result is available,
it may be taken into account in the problem of sec. 3.2 The only difference
lies in the minimization of eq.(12) where only the d^ for which >_ i* must
be considered.

It is also clear that problem (6) can be solved by dropping the terms d. (in
eq.(12)) for which e n N(ä) > Kj.

1

Problem (7) too can be solved by a similar technique.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The nature of the problem of strenghtening requires, as it has been shown, that
structural choices pass through a minimization with discrete design variables.
The techniques of solution are available and are presented and worked out for
this particular problem herein.
Technical inputs to this problem, which have been outlined in chapter 2, are
however rather scarce and need further research. The present paper points out
the kind of experimental and theoretical information which need to be assessed
for a rational choice of a strengthening design.
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0 * not-strengthened building
1 grouting of walls
2 horizontal tendons into slabs
3 » new r.C. slabs
4 vertical prestressing

FIG. 13

di path ci 1 si

o
1

•0•0 O-l CP + ci !'P- ri

d2 " min {do,2 <dl + dl,2>) " d°.2 O - 2
Cp +C2 ap "r2

d3 - min (do 3 ; (dj + d^l) dj d^ 0-1-3 Cp+V C3 ap-rrr3

d4 - min {d0,4 (d3 + d3.4,! (d2 * d2,4,;

i Wj d14» d2 d2 4

0-2-4 Cp+C2+C4 Vr2*r4

d * nin (âj» ^3' ^4 ^ " ^4 0-2-4
RKMAKK: in the above table possible solutions (and relatçd paths, a^)

are given as a matter of example.
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A Way to Increase the Resistance
of Supporting Structures that are Already Built

Against Seismic Forces

by

Kleon MARINAKIS
President of the
Hellenic Institute for the Application of Science
Athens, Greece

SUMMARY

The object of this paper is to describe the methods used in Greece by
the Hellenic Institute for the Application of Science in order to
increase the resistance of structures that are already built,against
seismic forces.The technique proposed and used by the Hellenic Institute

is thoroughly described and illustrated by Fig.2,8,II,12 and 13.

RESUME

Le but de ce papier est de décrire les méthodes pratiquées en Grèce
par l'Institut Hellénique pour l'Application de la Science pour
augmenter la résistance que les constructions déjà bâties peuvent
présenter aux effets sismiques.Ces techniques sont illustrées par les
Figures 2,8,11,12 et 13.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Der Zweck dieser Veröffentlichung ist zu geben eine Beschreibung der
Verfahren des Griechischen Instituts für die Anwendung der
Wissenschaften,die in Griechenland für die Verstärkung alten Gebäude gegen
Erdbeben benützt sind.Der Verfasser beschreibt ausführlich die Technik
zur Verstärkung,die im Abbild 2,8,11,12 und 13 dargestellt ist.
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IHK TI11N(KS THAT IVK MUST ÜO IN ORDER TO STRENGTHEN
OLD STRUCTURES AGAINST SEISMIC EFFECTS

1) We make the structures lighter in weight and the heavy masses
untouchable by seismic effects.
The first thing to do is to make the structure lighter in weight.There¬
fore all heavy masses that can be transported in order to be brought to
rest directly upon the ground in the ground-floor,should be transported
there.
Examples: J) the bulky urchivos of big companies and public Services
must be transported to rest directly upon the ground ; 2) all useless
massive objects accumulated in garrets of old houses must be removed from
there; people might heap them safely in the basement; 3) heavy stone plates

covering roofs of houses built with light walls and light floors,must
be replaced by light clay-tiles.
The next thing to do is to free the horizontal motion of the supporting
structure of the building from any opposition by heavy masses connected
with it.This point is of particular importance,because we do not suggest
any removal of heavy masses from the actual position they occupy now in
the building; but we suggest to let these masses stay where they are and"
make them untouchable by seismic effects.
This is done in the following way:
.- The heavy mass does no more rest directly upon the supporting slab
that is rigidly connected with the supporting structure as shown in fig.Ibut it is brought to rest upon a plate that rests upon the antiseismic
filter; the antiseismic filter rests upon the supporting slab that is
rigidly connected with the supporting structure as shown in Fig. 2. In thia
way the opposition presented by the heavy mass to the motion of the
supporting slab is as small as we wish it to be.For simplicity's sake let us
say that it presents no opposition at all to the motion of the supporting
slab.This means that the supporting slab is free to move beneath this
heavy mass; the heavy mass does neither oppose nor follow this motion;it
remains motionless.Therefore,the inertia of this mass is not waked up;
so, it exerts no seismic force upon the supporting slab,no seismic force
upon the supporting structure.
Numerical application :We
suppose that the weight of the
supporting structure is 150 t,
the weight of the heavy mass
is 50 t ,and the acceleration
of the ground is e= 0,06.g.
Then the total seismic thrust
resisted by the columns of the ground-floor in the .structure shown in
Fig.II is Hj= 0,0Gx(100+50)= 9t ; the total seismic thrust resisted by
the columns of the ground floor in the structure shown in Fig. 2 is
H 0,06x(100)= 6 t.
When the supporting structure is elastically deformable to a sufficiently
large extend as is normally true for the upper floors of multistory
buildings supported by reinforced-concrete,prestressed-concrete or steel
framed structures,then the motion of the slab that supports the heavy
mass under consideration is not very rapid.Therefore»elastic bodies keep
their elastic properties in front of the corresponding seismic effects.
For that reason,in that case we might use "NEOPRENE" or any other
adequate "elastomer" instead of the antiseismic filter.So: we introduce an
adequate layer of elastomer between the supporting slab and the plate,
and bring the heavy mass to rest upon this plate.We calculate the
horizontal shearing force induced in this layer by the corresponding
stretching,which is equal to the expected amplitude of the seismic
motion of the supporting slab.

fad.
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When it is too difficult I o estimate this amp I i tuile ,we make the following'
ca lcula t ion : /V force II acting over t Iii' e I astoiner- 1 ay er produces the deformation

(s) ; it is ll/h s ; whence we obtain Iv -ll/s ; then we write the e-
quation w.in -h.(x-w) - O.For the motion of the ground we admit the equation:

xre.We also admit that the supporting siah follows exactly the motion
of the ground; then it is: x ^e.t-/2 and the differential equation for
the motion of the mass becomes:

w.m+w.K - ' *-. t ~~=f> which is governed by the limit conditions:
for t. 0 : w w ' w 0 ; and it is true in the very small interval 0-»t.
For an approximate solution we use the
expression: w=f.t^+j.t^ because it
satisfies the limit ciiudi ti ons.Then we
have: w=6.f.t +I2.j.t— and we obtain
w 2! 5.e.K.t4/24.ni and Il K.w=:5eh-t4/24m.
Of course,we have to select the largest
value of t ; this is an estimât i oil .Then
we have the value of the seismic thrust
produced by the mass m.This is the seismic force with which the mass m

will act upon the supporting structure.
The use of the antiseismic filter or of elastomer-layers in order to isolate

heavy masses from the supporting slabs and make them largely untouchable

by seismic efffects,is a very simple and absolutely efficient
technique .People living in seismic zones or working in the building business

in seismic zones,should be familiar with this technique.
It seems to me that the following suggestion might help these people in
their arguments:
Let us consider the house shown
in Fig. 4.The weight of the
supporting structure (i.e.of the
reinforced-concrete frame) is
IV 50t ; a heavy mass resting
directly upon the supporting slab
weigths 20t.Therefore the total
seismic thrust acting upon the
columns of the ground floor is
H =0,08X(50 +20)= 5,6 t.Let us hang the heavy mass from the ceiling of
the room; now this weight moves freely as a pendulum and offers absolutely

no opposition to any seismic motion of the supporting structure«Therefore:
seismic motion will not affect the motion of the heavy mass m in a-

ny significant way.This means that as far as seismic effects upon the
supporting structure are involved,this heavy mass practically does not
exist The total seismic thrust acting upon the columns of the ground
floor is not H 5,6 t ; but it is only 11 50x0,08 4 t.
Similarly let us consider' the high building shown in Fig. 5.The weight
of the supporting structure is W =1000 t; the weight of live loads on it
is W =1000 t; when these live loads rest directly upon the supporting
slabs,the total seismic thrust upon the columns of the ground floor is
H 0,06x( I000+I000) 120 t.öut let us construct a new auxiliary floor for
every room and hang it from the ceiling of the room.The new floor moves
freely like a pendulum and does not oppose any seismic motion of the
supporting structure.Al1 live loads rest upon the new suspended floors.They
are practically untouchable by seismic effects.Therefore,the total seismic

thrust upon all the columns of the ground floor is now:
H 0,06x1000 60 t.
Of course,we do not have to construct hanging floors! This was a- suggestion

made just for arguments' sake.lt is much more convenient and economical

to use the antiseismic filter or e 1 a s t omer-1 a.y er s and bring the
heavy masses to rest upon them.The result is very much the same.
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The technique of using the antiseismic filter or elastomer-layers as
described above,is of course very simple; everybody can use it.
The antiseismic filter can be used equally well to isolate the whole
supporting structure from the supporting ground.This work,however,is a very
expensive and delicate operation that requires specialists;it should be
confined to be used only for special buildings and monumental works of
great historical or archeological value.The operation is similar to the
procedure of uuderpilining a whole construction in order to repluce the old
foundation by a new foundation.
The new foundation includes the
antiseismic filter.The operation

is considerably more expensive
and delicate than a usual

renewal of foundations,because
we must also connect one with
the other all isolated footings.
The new foundation should be
constructed exactly as described

in my papers presented in
Constanta and New York ,or else
left aside.Arbitrary simplifications

and modifications to
suit the contractors might result in a deterioration of the situation
concerning the building under consideration.This is a case of "All or Nothing'.
Therefore we should use the antiseismic filter properly or not use it at
all. Of course the same is equally true for any substitute for the
antiseismic filter: All or Nothing!
&o, 1 feel that I must repeat it: the use of the antiseismic filter(or of
elastomer-layers in upper floors) in order to bring heavy masses to rest
upon them, is a very simple technique for everybody to use.On the contrary,the

introduction of the antiseismic filter between the supporting ground
and the whole supporting structure is a delicate job for specialists.
NOTE A : There should be no confusion between I) a heavy mass resting upon
an antiseismic filter or an elastomer-layer, and 2) a suspended bridge;
because the suspended bridge: a) does mdad oppose the horizontal motion of
the piers upon which it rests or from which it is suspended, and b) it is
a complicated elastic system that behaves quite peculiarly when it is set
into motion ..Therefore we will not say that a suspended bridge is untouchable

by seismic effects just because it is "suspended".Of course,we can
always introduce the antiseismic filter between the- piers and the desk of
the suspended bridge, or between the piers and the1 supporting ground, in
order to modify or attenuate seismic effects upon the bridge; but this is
a different question.
NOTE B : A water tank completely filled up and closed.behaves like a rigid
body which is rigidly connected with the supporting structure.Seismic
motion affects the whole mass of the water contained in it,and the
corresponding seismic thrust is produced to act upon the supporting structure.
But in a partially filled water tank the mass of water does not oppose the
motion of the supporting structure,because this mass of water is free to
move.Therefore,depending on the condition that the walls of the water tank
are strong enough to resist any minor shock from the water contained in
it, a partially filled water tank is practically untouchable by seismic
effects.Therefore,in seismic zones we must leave empty an adequate free
space within every closed water tank for the water to move in easily. In
other words: in sei.-.mic n'S.all closed water —tanks must be partially
filled.The same conclusion is equally true for all closed fluid tanks,
whether they contain oil,petrol or wine.l have been tqld that for chemical
re'sons the containers of certain fluids must tie completely filled up; in
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any similur case,a light and weak cover will be built t0 .separate the
mass of the fluid from the free space within the container.

When we have done everything that is possible in order to lighten the
weight of the structure by removing heavy masses or by isolating them
from the supporting slabs, then we start thinking about the proper way of
facing the seismic effects that are expected to act upon this structure.
The most simple way of calculating the seismic forces that are expected
to act upon the structure is the following: we admit that 1) the motion
of the ground is given by the equation:
x=c for 0<t<t^ ; x=-c for t^<t<t,) ; x=c for t0<t<t^ ; x -c for
t.,<t<t ; x=c for t <t<tr_ ; and so on, for the very small intervalso 4 *1

0-»t^ ;tj-»to ; t.j-^t ; t —'>t ; t —»t,_ ; etc. and 2) for each floor of
a multistory building,the whole structure below this floor makes an unde-
formable body that follows exactly the motion of the ground while the
whole structure above this floor makes an undeformable body that must
follow exactly the motion of the ground.Therefore, the complete set of
all structural members that connect the upper part of the building with
the lower part of it,must exert upon the upper part of the building a
seismic thrust equal to the product : (the weight of all masses rigidly
connected with the upper part of the building) x the acceleration of
the ground ).This is clearly shown in the analytical series of drawings
in Fig. 6.In the case (a) the seismic thrust acting upon the columns of
the ground floor is: =m^.c because ABB^Aj is assumed to be
undeformable and the columns of the ground floor are assumed to be practically

undeformable. This last assumption is equivalent to assuming that
the moment of inertia of the cross-section of the columns is very large.
In the case (b) the seismic thrust acting upon the columns of the first
floor is: m,}.c because ADB^A., ,which was assumed to follow exactly
the motion of " the ground,i.eT " to move with the acceleration c,is
assumed to be undeformable, and must follow exactly the motion of the
ground,i.e. it must stop now! because the ground stops at this moment
and the columns in the first floor are assumed to be practically
undeformable

In the case (c) the seismic thrust acting upon the columns of the second
floor is: H3=m3.c ,because ABB^A^ ,which was assumed to follow exactly
the motion of the ground,i.e. to be motionless at t=tj ,is assumed to be
undeformable and must follow exactly the motion of the ground, i.e.
it must move now with the acceleration (-c) because the ground moves now
with the acceleration (-c) and the columns in the"second floor are assumed

to be practically undeformable.
In the case (d) the seismic thrust acting upon the columns of the third
floor is: H,|=Hi|.c because ABH^A ,which was assumed to follow exactly
the motion of the ground,i.e. to move with the acceleration (-c ,is
assumed to be undeformable and must follow exactly the motion of the
ground,i.e. it must stop now! because the ground stops at this moment
and the columns in the third floor are assumed to be practically
undeformable.

In the- case (e) the seismic thrust acting upon the columns of the fourth
floor is: ll==mr;.c because ABBnA^ ,which was assumed to follow exactly<j o Of) Lthe motion of the ground,i.e. to be motionless at t= t0 is assumed to be
undeformable and must follow exactly the motion of the ground,i.e. it
must move now with the acceleration (c) ,because the ground moves now
with the accéléraiion (c) and the columns in the fourth floor are
assumed to be practically undeformable.
We continue in the same way until all the upper floors are taken into
consideration.
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CONCLUSION : In order to calculate the seismic thrust we multiply the weight
of any mass rigidly connected
with the supporting structure
by the acceleration (c) assumed

for the ground,and consider

this seismic force to act
at the centroid of the object
under consideration.
Therefore,it is very important

to remember that the i-
dentification of seismic
effects upon a multistory building

with seismic forces that
are equal to the product : (acceleration c assumed for the ground) x
(weight of each mass rigidly connected with the supporting structure
acting upon this building,is not equivalent to the replacement of seismic
effects by equivalent wind-forces in a static way. As a matter of fact,
any similar identification is quite irrational and meaningless, unless it
comes out as the result of a dynamic consideration of the motion of the
building when the motion of the ground is given by the equations:x=c for
0 < t < tj ; x=-c for tj<t <to ,etc., but not by the equation x=c alone.
That means that this identification is always implicitly connected with
a very rapid change in the value and the direction of the seismic motion.
Therefore,it is always implicitly connected with a very rapid growing
and vanishing of seismic forces.
Therefore :
We keep clearly in mind the assumption that the seismic forces acting upon

the structure vary with extreme rapidity both in value and in direction;
for this assumption we determine the seismic forces in the following

way: Every mass rigidly connected with the supporting structure is acted
upon by a horizontal force which is equal to the product of this mass by
the value of the acceleration of the ground.
As soon as we have determined these forces,we try to build the supporting
structure that will be able to resist them.

THE TECHNIQUE OE BUILDING THE SUPPORTING STRUCTURE THAT WILL RESIST
THE SEISMIC FORCES THAT ARE EXPECTED TO ACT UPON AN OLD BUILDING

As a rule,all multistory buildings contain a supporting structure made
out of reinforced-concrete,prestressed-concrete,steel or wood and
including vertical columns and horizontal slabs.Therefore,as a rule, the
existing supporting structure has the form shown in fig. V.
This structure risks to have some columns broken,because they were not
initially built to resist important bending moments.But now important
bending moments due to the seismic forces are produced at the extremities
of each column.
I have presented adequate methods in order to increase the resistance of
old columns to additional bending moments./ I/,/ 2/ These methods can be
used here if only a small number of columns in the whole building need-
strengthening. But if the large majority of the columns of the whole
building need strengthening,then it is much easier and more economical
to modify the supporting structure as shown in the Fig. 8.That is: in
each and every floor we build the structure shown in Fig. 9.
Sometimes it is not possible to buiId the X-form connections, because
these will obstruct a door or a window.In that case we build the
connections as shown in the fig.10,the values of q,q',r and r' depending
upon the position of the door or the window.
The old supporting structure enriched with the oblique -connections makes
a space-truss.We use traditional methods of statics in order to determine
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the value ol' I lu- pulling force induced in every oblique connec 11 on, t he
axial force induced in every column and the axial forces induced in every
slab.
As a rule, this conqni t .11 1 on will reveal that the slabs and the columns are
sLrong enough to resist addition.il stresses due to seismic effects.If by
any chance a column is found out to he weak,we can always strengthen it
by using the technique introduced by my paper that I presented in Buda-
pcsl./ll/ Therefore,1 lie whole technique (hat we must present now consists
111 the propel- construction of the oblique connections.

Axia? pore«»71
1

/Si '
1

/,- /JL

Jr a r A A

e

/ I

NUMERICAL EXAM1T.FS:
l) For the structure shown in fig.19
we have the values 11= 25t h=3,00 m

I =10,00 m.The pulling- force in each
oblique connection is:

m _ /h1 * H _ Jb1 * 101 25 _ .Atn - -—e -J- - - jö a - w

The axial force 111 each column due
to seismic effects is:

5

2SA

4P + _h ÎL - +^ — i a
25 _
2 ~ «25'

and the axial forces in the slab is
of course 11=25 t.
2) For the saine structure shown in
Fig.20 we have the values q=q'=45°
and r=r'=faO°.Under the action of
the force H/2 the system of the
oblique connections is deformed.There
are two kinds of deformation:a)each
triangle AGD and BKC is deformed;
i.e.the angles r,r",q and q' change;
and h) each triangle AGD and BKC rotates respectively about the joints
D and C.For the deformation of each triangle we write the equations:
for the triangle AGB: _ 9P _ u> et* -"Vif«)

Sin (<7 + 4?) r-Af-

T* oltti^uc uypncctiOf)

Fig io

For a realistic compulation we put: n-9-r-Ay-Ar n-9-r, =9/^-» o 4 T7T -pf--
assuming that we use high quality steel plates.Then we have the relation
These equations are written: sm(r.nr;= <00114.aj.4111(9.r)^" • <<">a«-9I>-
whence we obtain the values of Ay and 4r
In our numerical example it is: AJ qp-smCo- an(j Ajjcos-V <jpa»s«t>* 300-»r
whence : 49 aro-w and qp 2 at .Then it is: 4m(to <aq '° sm(to+45) o, 9201
whence to-nr=uo*io' (herefore Ar 30' .Similarly we obtain àcj- 27'.
for the triangle BKC:

He write similarly /rr.)
n (r' + At

which simplified into ioom z.io

KC * * **/$ Ff Be

5ii»(n- y'-r'-Ay-M')

4ro(to*Ar") ~ <'DO<*"'2V^imC4b + A<r) ~ 3^^-s,d15*

whence we obtain Ar' 3o' and Ay'- 27'
Therefore the de-format ion of either triangle AGD and BKC is not really
import ant.
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Next we consider the rotation of each one of these two triangles withrespect to the foot joint;of course the rotation e is equal for bothtriangles.Fig.21
First we write the equations for the static equilibrium of all the joints;so, we have:
for the joint A: N,-smc?*y) -J- for the joint D: N*-cojr Ali»

Hf'GOstf at H,
for the joint G (let w denote the rotation of GK with respect to G ):

with Nrc«cr-T-»> N,.e«cT^^for the joint K: T T
Hj.Cô»C— -P N4. CDSCr'*^') N?; -<?'+-<•> +<ÏO + 9') Nj,

for the joint B: for thp ininf f* u ._J N«-AF>6 e Jo;Lnx fV-cosr's

After that we consider the static equilibrium of the whole"truss^ABCD inthe horizontal direction: £ + h»_Hc»o
in the vertical direction: + -&>„-a£c).cos^» o
with respect to the joint D: -jf-h +(/£»-= o
In this way we have established 13 relations between the 13 unknown
quantities Nj ,N2 ,N3 ,N4 ,N5 ,A£d ,A^a ,A1J3C ,APcb Hd,Hc, <f and w.
From these relations we obtain easily the system of the following 7
equations with the unknown quantities »N2'N3,N4'N5' f and w :

n, -ï—!— N, _a t i2 sm(9-<r) * » cosrv »me.it<r> t '
Hj Tim C9+® + b.) +- oos (<7+9 * u)-iaCT- 9)1

i»«K<7«r)

Ni Toi(q'*r') +

NfMTUr"9)-Hz *•»(<-*)=

Hg-e»$r *• Hj. CPSf - Cs>*<f - K«' cpS^' s o

For the values of the numerical example my assistants have obtained the
following results: ?=I5® ,w=0°
Nj^Ißt; N^-5, Ot ; N^iet ; N4*7t ; N^lôt ; APAI)2G,5t ; APßc =7,5 t
Attention should be paid to the fact that this form of the oblique connections

is very deformuble! The displacement of the head of the column with
respect to the foot of it, is equal to Al h.tg 300x0,2679 80 cm.
Depending on the architectural form of the ground-floor,this large deformation

is a big advantage or a big disadvantage.If the architectural finishing
can endure this déformât ion,then this large deformation may be a big

advantage,because it makes an efficient protection for the building against
seismic shocks; but if the architectural finishing" cannot endure this
deformation ,then we must chose the X-form for the oblique connections and place

them along an inner partition-wall,where they will obstruct no door.The
formulae given above hold equally well for the X-form connections, if only
we put w=x-q t -r '
I think that we should' always remember that the X-form oblique connections
are simple and safe for everybody to use; on the contrary,the >—<-form
oblique connection is a very delicate construction,that only a specialist
should build.
The next step is to construct the oblique connections.
Now we must recall the following psychological fact,which,
unfortunately is well established beyond any doubt,and universai : People
are too prompt to forget the risk and the terror produced by earthquakes;
then, when they start remembering it again, it is too late for any
strengthening of old buildings! Therefore,if we really wish an old building

to be strengthened against seismic forces,then we must make available
a very simple and quick technique.Otherwise,strengtheqing of the building-
is postponed and finally forgotten.
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The technique presented in Ulis paper is so dimple, (luit one can liarill.y
think of anything simpler; ami it is quite efficient.
We work in the following way:
1.- We make a hole at the head and at the foot, of every particular column
that makes a vertical mendier of the supporting space-truss.We try to make
the distance (il) as short as the drilling instruments we can dispose of
allow it.Kig.22
2.- We bend pieces of strong rods of mild steel as shown in the figure.
The length l.. is a little shorter than the width (a) of the column.The
extremity (A) is threaded to he ready for a nut.The length l-> depends on
the force that will act upon this rod; it must be sufficient for the
welding of this rod onto the steel plate that makes the oblique connection

3.- We place this piece of mild steel through the hole in the column.
4.- We use steel plates to construct the oblique connections.The cross-
section of each steel plate depends on the pulling force that will act
upon it,and on architectural requirements.
5.-We place the steel plates into position as shown in Kig.22b, and
(>.—We weld the rods onto them.
7.- After that we screw the proper nut onto the threaded end of the rod,
stretching it as much as we can, and then we weld the nut onto the rod.
That is all!
Of course it is strongly advisable to use a gusset and to place the oblique

connections symmetrically with respect to the vertical axis of the
column (i.e.to use a double oblique connection placed at both sides of
the column) whenever this is possible.
NOTE:It is not necessary to fix the oblique connections upon the external
columns of the buiIding.Most often,it is much more convenient to fix them
upon internal columns along a partition-wall which is not ever expected
to be removed.In that case,as a rule,it is convenient to use a double
oblique connection placed at both sides of the partition wall.This double
oblique connection works much more efficiently than the simple oblique
connection just described.In that case,instead of a threaded end waiting
for a nut,we bend this end and weld it onto the steel plate of the second
oblique connection.
When the supporting structure is made out of steel columns, the construction

of the oblique connections is even easier,because then,all that we
have to do is just to weld the ends of these connections onto the steel
columns.But in this case it is strongly recommended to use double oblique

connections and to place them at both sides of the steel columns/ 3/
For a wooden house we work as we do with re inforcetj-concrete columns.

The vertical accélération of
the ground:
All the things that we have said
in the preceding pages refer to
seismic effects produced by the
horizontal motion of the ground.
We must remember that earthquake
produces sometimes vertical
motion of the ground.1 think that
the best way to face seismic
effects due to the vertical
acceleration of the ground is to use

the sliding articulations described in my paper that 1 presented in I.lege.

/ 4/This technique is good for a new strueturo ;we cannot use it in old
buildings.But statistics comfort us with the realistic conclusion that it
is quite rare for old buildings in seismic /ones to lie destroyed by

vertical acceleration of the ground.
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TUE FOUNDATION

It is important to consider always the action of seismic effects due
the horizontal motion of the ground,upon the foundation of the old bi

ing.lf the old building stands upon a network of foundation-beams or
a general foundation slab,then we have no problem with the foundatioi
if the columns upon which we fix the oblique connections stand upon
lated footings,then we must strengthen the foundation,because the is<
ted footings will not be able to resist the horizontal thrust produo
by the oblique connections.
There are two techniques to use for strengthening the old foundation
1) We remove the old floor that rests upon the soil and build a new i
infurced concrete slab that makes the n'ew floor; this slab must encii
tightly all the columns of the building and be strong enough to resit
the axial stresses produced by the oblique connections.
Sometimes it is easier and more economical to build the new reinforc«
concrete slab upon the old floor.
1 must say that this way of strengthening the foundation is efficieni
primitive.
2)A more subtle technique is the following:

we make a hole through each column just above the old floor;
.- we place a piece of rod of mild steel through it;
.-we place steel plates upon the floor between all the columns and «

the rods onto them;
we place steel plates in the perpendicular direction upon the flo<

between all the columns;
m mé.-we take proper auxiliary pieces of steel plates and weld them upon

second set of steel plates.
That is all
If the steel plates must not protrude above the old floor even for ot
centimeter,then we make a one-centimeter deep trench and put the ste<
plates in these mini-trenches.
In this way we build a network of orthogonal steel plates that inter*
nect all the columns of the building.The seismic thrust*induced in tk
oblique connections is resisted by these steel platestwhich are strei
to tension.
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SUMMARY

Unengineered construction has experienced considerable damage in
earthquakes in India. These are traditional construction in which
the' maximum population of the country lives. This paper deals with
the construction practice for small buildings in seismic areas of
the country and urgency for improving the earthquake reis tance of
these construction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

More than fifty five percent of the area in the country lies within
the seismic zone and areas of Assam, some portions of North

Bihar, Kashmir and Gujrat area are highly seismic, some of the
most destructive earthquakes have occurred in these areas. Uhengi-
neered construction like mud houses, stone rubble masonry and
tarick homes have experienced maximum damages in these devastating
earthquakes. These are traditional construction in which maximum
population of the country lives. Earthquake is not only the
factor which effects the construction of the dwellings in these
areas but other factors like climatic conditions, availability of
building materials with natural resources and the economic condition

of the people plays an important role. These type of
construction suffer damage as they have very little or no tensile strength,

poor bonding between walls and bad workmanship, still these
dwellings are being built in the most conventional way due to the
knowledge of local construction in the rural areas. In the urban
areas brick homes of one or two storeys, rubble stone construction
and a typical Assam type construction in which bamboos are used
are built. It is very difficult to rule out the construction of
these types of homes in seismic areas of India but some suitable
means must be found out to strengthen these homes, so that their
strength is adequately increased to withstand the earthquake
shock. A study of the construction practices of small dwellings
in seismic areas have been presented and their performance in
earthquakes and strengthening measures have been discussed.

2. SEISMIC AREAS OP INDIA

The seismic zoning map of the country is shown in Fig. 1. In the
preparation of this map greater recognition has been given to
features of the various parts of the country. But as considerable
data on earthquake occurrances and their associated tectonic
features is not available and large maps showing orogenic structural

stratigraphie belts have not been prepared for many parts of
the country, only tentative modifications have been adopted in the
different seismic zones. The whole country has been devided in to
five zones like zone I, II, III, IV and V with zone v indicating
the area of high seismicity. The modified Mercally Intensity
associated with the various zones are V or less, VI, vil, VIII and
IX and above for zones I, II, III, IV and V respectively. These
limits of intensity have been recommended for the purpose of
design but these limits are not necessarily be always the highest
intensity that could occur any where within the given zone. As an
earthquake is unpredicatable, it is possible in some cases that
much higher intensity may be felt at any particular spot. The
probabilities are that a structure designed on the assumption that
intensity indicated for each zone is about the maximum that is
likely to occur, would atleast in sure a reason able amount of
safety from collapse. The code provision is for the structures
which are designed and for engineered construction but most of the
construction discussed here in are low cost and unengineered and
no regard has been given to the use of code in most cases.
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FIG 1-SEISMIC ZONING MAP OF INDIA
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3. CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES OF SMALL DWELLINGS

3.1 The Village hut or Mud House

Traditional construction for dewllings takes the form of a village
hut, as Indian villagers have been living in this from centuries
and this form of construction is still prevalent today. These
huts are usually made of mud walls with suitable coverings as
roof. These are unengineered construction in which no proper
foundation is made and the plinth itself is raised from ground
level to about 30-35 cm in mud in the form of a raft or block.
All walls are made of mud with suitable openings left for doors anc
windows* These mud walls are thick at the base level and as the
height of the wall progresses its thickness is reduced and in most
cases the wall is of same thickness all long. The clay mud for
making these homes is generally mixed with local species of straw
usually either the paddy or wheat husk and pounded well with clay
to make a paste. The paste is allowed to be soaked in water for
few days before the actual construction starts. After the plinth
is raised rough blocks of clay are made by hand, and when still
moistare laid one over the other arbitrarily with no set pattern.
The whole height of the wall is acheived in a few days with
intermediate drying of the wall in sun. The walls made of clay have
rough surfaces on both faces and in order to make them smooth,
they are smeared with same mud plaster and sometime cowdung is
alsoused for this purpose. Mud homes always have pitched roof with
timber and bamboos serving as ridge and purlins and thatched covering

is provided for the roofing. Some areas will have claytiles
put on as roofing. The walls of these homes sore badly eroded by
weathering action and rain and its life is short, in some areas
of the country the walls as well as roofing both are made of
thatch and they are highly prone to fire too. m order to reduce
the fire hazard of thatched homes, the walls are smeared with mud
plaster on both sides. These village huts have practically no
lateral resistance and get badly damaged during moderate or low
intensity earthquakes.

3.2 semi-Permanent Houses

Another type of construction which is quite prevalent in villages
are semi-permanent type, m this different categories of houses
could be found depending upon the economic well being of villagers
and these homes are definitely better than mud homes. These are
constructed of unburnt bricks or adobe in mud mortar on poor
foundation. Another type is of poor quality burnt bricks which has
extremely low compressive and tensile strength set in mud mortar
and some what good quality bricks set in mudmortar or in very
rare cases cement mortar. The walls of these homes are generally

to 2 bricks thick, and have very low heat transfer capacity.
In most cases these homes too have either thatched roof or clay
tiled coverings. For building these homes in villages where the
majority of the country resides, have no guide lines and all these
are built in an unengineered manner without due regard to lateral
stiffness and strength as these are constructed along the accepted
traditional practice. In the north-eastern part of the country
majority of private dwellings are of this type.
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3.3 Ass an Type Huts

Assam in the eastern part of the country is known as the home of
earthquakes lies in a highly seismic zone and is the most unstable
region in the country. It has suffered several catastrophic
earthquakes during last century such as earthquakes of 1897# 1930,
1943, 1947 and 1950. Experiences of earthquakes have taught the
people to build a lighter home. The construction of homes in this
area is generally light weight with use of local building materials.
Tatch (obtained from ulOO-grass), bamboo, ekra (a reed), timber
grows profusely throughout Assam and has been used widely at a good
advantage by the people. The most common type of homes for low
income group in Assam is popularly known as "Assam type" building.
It generally consists of sloping roofs with a ridge longitudinally
at the centre and covered with thatch, tile or C.G.I. Sheets. The
walls are made of bamboo or timber framing with ekra matting and
mud plastering. The broad classification is as follows:

3.4 Kutcha Temporary Homes

This construction is prevalent in villages. The building materials
used are thatched roofing, bamboos for costs walls and roofing
frame, ekra matting for walls, cane tying and mud for plastering
the walls. The bamboo posts are driven about 60 cm in the ground,
plinth is raised to 30 to 60 cm of mud raft. The height of the
house above the plinth level is generally 2.25 m to 2.75 m. The
walls are provided with either ekra or bamboo mats and plastered
with mud on both sides generally 1 an thick. The doors are single
leaf made of bamboo-chatai with bamboo frame. It will have à
slooing roof provided with bamboo frame covered with 15 cm thick
thatch.. Where the timber is easily available the bamboo is
replaced by timber and roofing will have trusses and height of the
dwelling will increase by 30 to 45 cm than bamboo homes.

3.5 Wooden frame and ekra Construction

This type of construction costs more than bamboo homes. Walls of
these homes have the frame work of timber battens with panels
generally 1 to 1.5 square meter in area. The battens are of Sal,
Hollock or Koroi with sizes 7.5 x 7.5 cm or 7.5 x lO an. An
ekra or split bamboo matting is provided centrally in the timber
frame work. The wall is then plastered on both sides by either mud,
lime or cement. The thick-ness of walls being barely 5 cm. For
supporting the superstructure wooden piles of 25 to 75 cm diameter
driven a few meters into the ground are used. These houses are
also supported on short piers of stone, or brick masonry, such that
the superstructure is free to move as a whole and it is this
characteristics which helps it in good behaviour during earthquakes.

where stone Masonry is available, it is frequently used with
conventional foundation and galvanised iron sheet sloping roof covering.
This construction if done well has shown good behaviour and little
damage and poor workmanship in these homes have resulted in total
collapses.

Another construction which have not behaved well in the Brahmaputra
valley is a combination of brick masonry and ekra in which the
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lower 1 to 1.25 m of the walls are of bricic masonry and upper portion
of plastered ekra or bamboo mat within timber panels. Roofingis invariably G.IT sheeting. The foundations are of conventional

type footing or superstructure resting on short piers.
4. DAMAGES SUFFERED Bi" SMALT. HOUSES IN PAST EARTHQUAKES AND

IMPROVEMENTS

Due to very poor lateral resistance all most all mud homes have been
destroyed in past earthquakes. It has been found that traditional
form of construction of walls is the main cause of damage. It has
been suggested that walls of mud homes should be thicker at the
base and thin at the top. with inner and outer surfaces having
parabolic cross-section. In order to increase the strength of mud
walls against weathering effect and also against earthquakes
introduction of bamboo jaffri in the centre of the wall is desirable,
semi permanent homes have also suffered widespread damage with
severe cracks all along the walls. Inspite of the fact that these
homes were damaged, such houses are still being constructed in
traditional way in the seismic areas, as the damages of huts due
to heavy roofs have been wide spread it is desired that roofs should
be light since during large vibrations the inertia of heavy roofs
break the walls on which they rest. The necessity of tying ends
should be avoided and hip roof construction should be preferred.
5. INDIAN STANDARD CODE PROVISION FOR EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

The Indian Standard Code for earthquake resistant design caters the
need of engineered construction and is completely silent about the
dwellings constructed in small towns and village where the construction

follows the traditional way, quite unaware of the modern
engineering developments and earthquake risks. Even small brick
buildings are not deèigned to be earthquake resistant. The Indian
Standard Code of practice for earthquake resistant construction
recommends some measures to improve the earthquake behaviour of
structures. Here again it is presumed that these provisions are used
in engineered buildings and of masonry, timber or concrete construction.

Some of the salient features of the code is that a structure
should be as light as possible consistent with structural safety
and functional requirements. The roof should be adequately tied
with the walls so that in the event of an earthquake they may not
become loose and fall off. For pitched roofs C.G.I sheets or
asbestos sheets should be used in place of tiles. For masonry
homes use of mortar, plinth, lintel and roof band is recommended.
Reinforcement should also be provided in the form of vertical bars
at doors and windows openings. Timber construction should be
generally restricted to two storeys.
6. TASKS AHEAD

seeing the provisions in the earthquake code it is felt that theywill cater the needs of engineered construction only. In a
developing country where 40% of the population is below poverty line
and more than 70% of the people live in villages in temporary homes
or poorly built homes unaware of the modern developments itis necessary that simple and relatively in expensive methods for
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strengthening traditional construction be developed which could be
easily adopted by village artisans without any extra effort. The
local and munrtipal bodies in the high seismic area of the country
must formulate rules and regulations for aseismic construction of
small homes so that total collaoses of the dwellings could be
avoided, and life and properly could be saved.

7. CONCLUSION

During severe earthquakes the traditional construction has sufferr-
ed maximum damage in India, still today construction is done according

to traditional practices quite unaware of the needs for
earthquake. Most of the codes fulfill the requirements for engineered
and good quality construction but there is an urgent need for
making unengineered construction such as mud houses, unburnt brick
homes, thatched construction, stone rubble etc. safe. Hence
code specifications are needed for these type of construction.
There is also a need to develop simple and in expensive methods of
strengthening traditional building to make it earthquake resistant
and the methods developed must be simpler enough to be adopted by
village artisans without any extra effort. In practice the code
specifications are generally empirical and there is a need for
making it scientific.
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE METHODOLOGY OF RESTORATION AND RENEWAL
OF 1 UDLDINGS DAMAGED IN THE 1976 ER1ULI EARTHQUAKES

Dr. Marcello Conti - President, Conti & Associati S. p. A._ - Udine (Italy)
Dr. Livio Fanloni - Structural Department, Conti & Associati S. p. A. - Udine

(Italy) EERI member

SUMMARY

Some aspects of the methodology of restoration of buildings damaged in the 1976
Friuli earthquakes are looked into in the paper.

Those include some considerations relating to the ultimate conditions of masonry
buildings strengthened against seismic action vis-a-vis a seismic coefficient K

0. 20.

Further illustration is provided of a technical form with the purpose of determin
ing the cost parameters of renewal of buildings damaged by the earthquake.
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1. FORE1,WORD

The 1976 Friuli Earthquake is marked by particular aspects owing to the simul
taneous presence of a.number of characteristic factors, which are:

a) The extension of the area affected (5, 275 sq. Km. according the official
statistics of the Friuli-Venezia Giulia Region, corresponding to 137

Municipal areas).

b) The number of inhabitants involved (approx. 590, 000).

c) The fact that only 19 of the 137 Municipal areas were previously classj
fied as seismic zones (2nd category).

d) The age and the typological building characteristics of the structures,
in particular as regards the area destroyed or seriously damages (84 out
of 13 7 Municipalities and an area of 3, 431 sq. Km. out of 5, 275).

An attempt will subsequently be made to specifically analyse some of the method
ologieal characteristics for the restoration of the damaged buildings, with special

reference to common housing in the area affected by the earthquake which,
though itpresents rather varied typological and construction characteristics,
nevertheless offers a certain basic uniformity. This makes it possible to face
certain problems (such as, for instance, a rapid estimation of restoration
costs), with the certainty of obtaining satisfactory results.

2. TYPOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The number of housing units surveyed in the months immediately following the
earthquake of 6 May which were considered suitable for restoration come to

approx. 60, 000 (in the case of about 9, 000 the evaluation was found to be nega
tive).
The average volume of the units is about 6 70 cu. met. with a minimum volume
of 500 cu. met. in the case of buildings intended for housing accommodation a-
lone; 890 cu. met. for buildings with auxiliary or annexed space intended for
productive activity; and 1, 080 cu. met. in the case of rural building with
agricultural extensions (with a minimum of 300 cu. met. of accommodation in mou
tain areas and a maximum of 1, 500 cu. met. of accommodation in the plains).

As regards buldings put up before 1900, the distribution aspects of the housing
accommodation vary from area to area (in mountain zones one tends to find a-
gricultural activity carried out on the ground floor, while the living area is usu
ally upstairs; in the plains living space is also extended to the ground floor,
with a general tendency to set up an annexe in line with the main unit, where
agricultural activity is carried out).

The building materials are rather uniform, at least where their original compo
sition is concerned (stone and wood), while the structural typology assumes
particular aspects depending on the age of the structure and its geographical
lo cation.
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In the case of buildings put up at a later date, the normal distributive and l'une
tional characteristics of present day housing units - usually of the single-fam
ily type - hold true.

Giventheir high incidence in the context of the problem being dealt with, partie
ular attention will be given to housing accommodation structures as Jescmbed
above.

3. STRUCTURAL TYPOLOGY

As has been underlined, there does not exist a structural type that can be
described by a single definition, in as much that the structures damaged by the
1976 earthquakes are to be found in areas with conspiscuous historical,
cultural and economic differences.

However, a certain uniformity does exists, except in cases of structures of a
more recent date and also of the more important edifices as regards the
construction materials and their use.

Taking these common factors into account, buildings may be grouped together
in satisfactorily uniform categories:

a) IsjDpR^d_]^mWi_ngs

Having a regular plan, built of irregular stone and poor quality mortar,
with a wooden flooring, varied wooden roofing.
In time may have undergone structural alterations, such as outer extensions

and the replacement of parts of the flooring with reinforced concrete
monolithic slabs or reinforced concrete and brick slabs.

Put up in the interior of habitated centres, include various living quarters
and present a continuous façade along the street.
Their plan may therefore turn out be rather intricate. Structurally they
are made up of a ground floor, first floor, storehouse and wooden roofing.
The bearing walls consist of two façades parallel to the street (supporting
the roofing and generally the flooring of the storehouse) and of dividing
walls,distanced at approx, 5 m at right angles to the street, which bear
the first floor.
The materials are always wood and stone.

In this case too, modification of the original structure may be carried out
by the putting up of a floor, the replacement of some of the floorings and
the construction of additional structures perpendicular to the disposition
of the array.

c) Recent buildings
Built in brick-work, flooring in reinforced concrete-brick slabs, in some
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cases the load-bearing structure in reinforced concrete. Generally based
on irregular plan, often badly built and without particular reference to
modern technological know-how.

d) As already noted, it should also be kept in mind that, notwithstanding the
fact that the region is subject to high earthquake probability, only a small
part was included in the 2nd category of seismic zones as p :r standing
Italian Regulations. In this zone, which includes Tolmezzo, Verzegnis
and a number of other Municipal districts which were subjected to a

serious earthquake in 1928, structures built after this date according
to the standing anti-seismic reg Ration of the period are to be found.

4. STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOUR

Taking into consideration the buildings of types a) and b), the bearing struc
ture is made of non-squared stone masonry walls with low values of the aspect
ratio, hign specific gravity and ratner low Sxiear resistance.
The wooden floor is supported by wooden beams, resting on the walls.

The roofing is made up of roof - tree, trusses and common rafters resting
directly on the wall or by means of wooden sleepers.

There are no ties, and practically never any joints between longitudinal and
transversal walls.

The structural weight of the building is almost entirely made up of the weight
of the walls and the overloading is practically negligible. In these conditions,
lacking any bearing or connection whatsoever between the vertical elements,
each element functions independently of the others, thus not being subject to
torsional effects even in case of highly complex plans. In fact, the stiffness
of the wall element may be shown as:

* ~ "-2
'

while its weight should be:

w. s y • A - U. •

«. (a- * »-

Should all the elements be of the same material and of the same height, the
weight of the flooring being negligible, the centre of rigidity coincides with
the centre of the mass.

The situation changes when some structural elements are replaced with others
of different material and with a greater values of the shear modulus and
when the .light flooring are replaced with reinforced concrete-brick slabs
whose weight is no longer negligible and whose stiffness on their own plane
is considerable.

Thus, the forces begin to be concentrated on the more rigid elements, while
lightening the others; at the same time torsional effects arise.
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As concerns the shear- behaviour of the walls, spread cracks appear throughout
their height, revealing in this way, in particular as regards the façade, the
weakening caused by door- and window openings.

It should be noted, moreover, that often the bearing walls are found to have
been subjected to demolition and partial reconstruction, raising, openings for
doors and windows, with a consequent modification of their static behaviour.

Further, given the almost complete absence of ties or tendons correctly placed,
all the walls show gaps relative to those lying at right angles to them.

It may therefore be stated on the whole that all the buildings in the area affected
by the 1976 earthquake, some of them dating back several centuries, were not
build according to anti-seismic criteria.
The use of costlier materials and technology could not be afforded, except in
the case of a few important structures, given the economic condition of the
area.

The local artisan construction tradition appears to be lacking in skill even when
compared to contemporary building standards.

The modification to the original masonry structures, carried out with materials
and techniques borrowed from other types of constructions (it should be kept in
mind that a part of local labour is employed in the building trade), not having
been inserted appropriately in the structural concept of building, has in
most cases worsened the existing situation.

5. METHODOLOGY OF RENEWAL

As has been mentioned previously, it is clear that structural renewal should
aim at providing the structure with an acceptable degree of safety, while staying
within certain economic and environmental criteria.
Concentrating on the safety criteria alone, the first step is to choose a masonry
box as the resisting element.

The renewal to be carried on the frame consists in connecting the masonry walls
in both directions.
Such connection may be made in various ways: by means of ties with double
tendons so as to avoid eccentric compression in perimetral beams; by repairing

the corners using steel mesh and concrete covering.
If the box made up of walls in stone and poor quality mortar, the shear
factor has to be improved by injecting cement mix into the entire wall mass in
order to achieve a satisfactory structural uniformity.
The reinforcement of the box may be effected in other ways, as for instance
by strengthening the masonry with steel mesh or by introducing new dividing
walls in solid brick or concrete.

For purposes of endowing the masonry with a certain solidity, wooden flooring
is often replaced with a reinforced concrete hollow brick slab. From the
structural view point this intervention represents a radical modification
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compared to the original scheme.

The box thus acquires its covering. It is obvious that the reinforced
concrete-brick flooring operates as an efficient horizontal diaphragm which
links together- all the masonry it engages.

Torsional effects, which are lacking in the absence of the diaphragm, may
therefor; appccr. Moreover, the presence of the new flooring, of a weight
that is no longer negligible, may influence the behaviour of the foundation.

Correct planning should always aim at the coincidence of the centre of the
mass with the centre of rigidity. Owing to this, if the masonry frame is in
any way deficient, it is better to avoid the introduction of excessively stiff
resistant elements which might unload in an undesirable manner, the

masonry having a shear modulus of low magnitude.
The consideration should be uniform over the entire range of elements so as
to enable them to carry out their task of resisting horizontal forces but
without concentrating on them dangerous Stressesas regards the shear and
the overturning moments.

Only if a correct co-operation of all the reinforced masonry is achieved, is
it then possible to limit the safety verification of the building to shear
resistance assessment.

Such testing should then be extended to all the floors and not only to the base
of the building, in case variations are met with from floor to floor as regards
resistance and the arrangement of the walls.

6. CALCULATION AND EVALUATION METHODS

The Italian norms laid out in the Ministerial Decree of 3/3/1975, which refer
to the repair of masonry structures, do not contain adequate directions vis-a-vis
planning aimed at the strengthening and safety of buildings in the context of
seismic action.

To this end the Autonomous Region of Friuli-Venezia Giulia has issued, as an
extension of the above-mentioned norms, recommendations that are the
outcome of co-operation with various experts and organizations - both national
and foreign.
Of particular importance among these recommendations is the test required
for buildings that have been strengthened, with the purpose of assuming the
behaviour of these structures in the presence of seismic action.

In brief, it is to be ascertained that the ratio VK between the horizontal
forces bearing on the building in its ultimate conditions and the weight of the
building is greater than a value VK - Gj- C2 • 1. 1 0. 2 where Cj and C2
are values determined by the geomorphdlogical nature of the ground, 1. 1 is
the safety coefficient and 0. 2 is the seismic coefficient.

The verification may be carried out in one of many ways, but with the existence
of the conditions cited above, it may simply be a verification on the average
value of shear forces in the masonry.
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In more complex cases, or as an aid to the project intended to optimize the
arrangement of the strengthening elements, an iterative step by step method
may be employed, which would locate the distribution of the shear forces on
the various resisting elements, up to their yield point.
Given the particular constructional typology of the buildings, these two methods
provide satisfactorily reliable results and, if correctly employed, can constitute
an important step forward relative to the current Italian norms.

7. PARAMETRICAL EVALUATION OF RESTORATION COSTS

Besides the gradual development and the widening of the renewal methodology
in the structural sector, it was also necessary to face the problem of a rapid
evaluation of the costs of restoration. This was intended to facilitate the
application of the first regional laws that touched the economic sphere, in
order to accelerate to the utmost the renewal operations.
In this sense the authors, in their roles as consultants to the Regional
Administration within the framework of the Central Interdisciplinary Group,
have worked together to formulate a draft of the costs of renewal (tables 1

to 4).

The solution adopted made it possible, within a three-month period (that is,
in the period enclosed by the first earthquake of 6 May 1976 and the second,
that of 15 September), to survey and examine nearly 65, 000 housing units,
this being carried out with a maximum of 300 groups, each composed of 3

technicians.

Over and above an indication of the characteristics elements of the buildings,
sub-divided into single housing units, the form puts forward in 4 tables
parametric evaluation scheme of the repair costs, laid out thus:

a) The different constructional elements of the building (column 1) and
the possible typologies of the elements themselves (column 2) are
listed.

b) Column 3 shows the ratio in the ambit of each structural element, of
the existence of different typologies (for example, if a building is made
up of two bodies, of which one represents 60% of the volume with its
bearing elements in stone and the other in hollow bricks, column 3

shows 0. 6 which corresponds to the first type and 0. 4 to the second).

c) The evaluation of the renewal cost is calculated on the basis of a volume
index, according to the average parametric values (columns 5 and 8)

relative to the various structural types. These costs (table 5) were
determined (for example in case of buildings with bearing elements in
stone, with wooden flooring) on the basis of the incidence of costs, for
a typical structure, of a completely new construction and of total renewal
and with reference to the overall volume of the building.
The cost of partial renewal was deduced from these (normally equal tc
50% of total renewal) and column 5 and 8 were compiled beforehand.
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The prices of course refer to May 1976.
In order to obtain the partial renewal cost, the value of column 3 is
multiplied by the percentage of renewal considered necessary and also by
the relevant unit cost, thus obtaining different partial costs, which then
give the total renewal cost (with reference to the preceding example, if
50% of the stone masonry requires total renewal, 30% partial renewal,
and no renewal for the rest. The relevant renewal cost is obtained as
follows:

0. 60 • 0. 50 • |3, 000 + 0. 60 • 0 30- 6, 500 L/Cu. Met. 5, 070

relative to the overall volume of the building).

d) Column 10 sums together all the renewal costs relative to the single
structural types and gives the final value.

Though presenting certain difficulties owing to different evalutation
assessment, the system adopted drew complaints from only 5% - 6%, and

it was possible to evaluate a total renewal cost of about 250 billion Lit.
(approx $ 300 M.

The total cost of the project was about Lit. 2. 7 billion, corresponding to
Lit. 33, 000 per building, refering to the total number of structures
surveyed (about 80, 000) up to April, 1977.

From the point of view of efficiency and validity of the method, the follow
ing consideration may be drawn:

For a particular type of building (for instance for buildins in
stone bearing walls and wooden flooring) for which partial renew
al is foreseen with an anti-seismic protection (whose cost was
estimated around 4, 000 - 5, 000 Lit/Cu. Met. a total cost index
of about 23, 000 Lit/Cu. Met. is obtained which with an increase
of about 30% gives the present cost of about 30, 000 Lit/Cu. met.

On the basis of the first renewal plans (at present there are a

further 3 0, 000 buildings yet to be repaired) at current prices,
it may be that the average renewal cost varies between 30, 000
and 40, 000 Lit/Cu. Met. It is however necessary to take into
consideration the fact that recent regional laws have permitted
not only simple renewal of damaged buildings but also complete
renewal with anti-seismic protection and the recovery of housing
accommodation by means of works related to technical and
distributive functionality, and this type of work normally involves
an expense of 2, 000 - 4, 000 Lit/Cu. Met.

8. CONCLUSION

The widespread dimensions of the seismic action of 1976 in the Friuli region
have raised \arious problems that may be considered to have been partly
resolved, and v.'hic-h in part is the subject of further study and research.
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From the operational point of view, the research for the restoration and
renewal that assure anti-seismic protection of buildings - mainly for those
with bearing masonry, and the adoption of evaluation methods of the related

costs in a short period of time - these have aided in leading to a
concrete start-up of the reconstruction stage, with its first phase consisting
of repair of the damaged structures.
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REGIONE AUTONOMA
FRIULI-VtNEZIA GIULIA

Tib. 1

VERBALE D! ACCERTAMENTO
dei danni ad edifici per uso abitazione o misto

N. squadra N. d'ordine

Foglio 1 Data
E X 1

NOTIZIE RELATIVE ALL'EDIRCIO

Provincia Comune L J ^ .J „-C-D

Frazione Via n

Partita catastale I 1 I I I | Fcglio l_J ] n. mappale I I I I I 1 I I I I L I J 1. J

Non accatastato [H Riferimento I I I I I I 1 LJ I I LJ I I I I 1—J

1. Edificio composto da n. I I I piani tuori terra

2. Fronti comuni con altri edifici n. I I

3. Scantinato: totale d parzialedl nod; sottotetto praticabile: no 11 si [H

4. Alloggi n. I I I

5. Abitazione rurale con annessi rustici: no G si LU, ni II
6. Attività produttive ubicate nell'edificio: nod si (ZU, n. I I I

7. Età presumibile dell'edificio: ante 1850 d 1850-1920 d 1920T950O dopo 1950 d
GIUDIZIO SINTETICO SULL'EDIFICIO

8. Distrutto d
9. Non ripristinabile CD

10. Ripristinabile: totalmente CD parzialmente d Necessitano riparazioni strutturali? si d no

11.Riparazioni già eseguite: intuttod in parted
12. Non necessitano interverti Ö

CONTRIBUTO

13. Costo stimato delle opere di riparazione: lire

14. Spese per riparazioni già eseguite: lire

15. Totale lire x 80°o lire —

16. Alloggi n. I I I x lire 6.000.000 lire

17. Abitaz. rurali con annessi rustici n. [ | | x lire 10.000.000 lire

18. Attività produttive n. I I I x lire 4.000.000 lire

19. Totale ' lire

NOTE

Eventuali indicazioni su particolari motivi che oonsigliano la conservazione dell'edificio:

Altre osservazioni:

Firme det componenti il gruppo di ftlevamento Firma del propfK Jario/i, dell'usufrutluario

o dell'amminislratore

Firma d'c.onva'ida del stfid-.^-j

Data. —



rlciore AUTONOMA
1-KtUÜ-VEliEZIA GiUUA

lab. 2

NöTIZIE SULL'UNITÀ IMiVlöBELIARE N. I J_J

Foglio 2 Data_

N. squadra N. d'ordine

I

NOTIZIE RELATIVE ALLE UMITÄ IMMOBILIAR! COSTITUENTI L'EDIFICIO

Edificio di partiia catastale n. I L J J I I foglio 1 l I n. mappale | LJ J I sub. I—L

ALLOGGIO O ABITAZIONE RURALE

1. Alloggio effettivamente e stabilmente occupato al 5.5.76:

Totale stanze n. I I I occupanti n. L.J I rilevati dal gruppo

risultanti al Comune: occupanti n.

1. Titolo di godimento dell'alloggio: propriété EH affitto EU

3. Alloggio non occupato effettivamente e stabilmente al 5.5.76:

Totale stanze n. I 1 I

4. Motivo délia non occupazione:

alloggio abbandonato EU alloggio sfitto EU altro EU

alloggio occupato solo per parte dell'anno perché:

seconda abitazione EU

occupanti emigrati EU altro EU -t

ANNESSI RUSTICI

5. Stalla EU m- 6. Fienile EU i 7. Deposito attrezzi EU m3

LOCALI PER ATTIVITA PRODUTTIVE

8. Laboiatorio artigiano TU m3

10. Ufficio o studio professionale EU m3

9. Negozio EU m3

_ 11. Altro EU m3

PROPRIETÄRIO/I O AMMINISTRATORE DELL'UNITÀ IMMOBILIARE

cognome data di nascita indirizzo (comune, via, n. civico)

Firme det component) tl gruppo
di nU-,?mento

Ferna det propnetano/i. deü'usufruttuario
O deiritniministratore

Firma dt convatida del sindaco

Data.



Tab. 3

REGIONE AUTOfJOMA
FRtULI-VEN'EZIA GIULIA

N. squadra N. d'ordine

Foglio 3 Data.

DETERMINAZIONE DEL VOLUME DELL'EDIFICIO

TIPOLOGIA LATO

ml)

LATO
(ml)

SUPERFICIE
(m2)

ALTE2ZA
(ml)

VOLUME
(m3)

1 2 3

TOTALE (m3)

STIMA SOMMARIA DELL' EDIF1CIO AL 5/5/1976

TIPOLOGIA STATO
YALORE UNIT,

(lire)

COMPUTO Dl STIMA

VOLUME
(m3)

TOTALE
(lire)

TOTALE GENERALE
(lire)

1

Edificio per
abitazione

civile

Ottimo 40.000

Buono 32.000

Mediocre 24.000

Cattivo 12.000

2
Edificio per
abitazione

rurale

Ottimo 34.000

Buono 28.000

Mediocre 20.000

Cattivo 10.000

3
Annessi rustici

o attività

produttive

Ottimo 20.000

Buono 16.000

Mediocre 10.000

Cattivo 6.000

COMPUTO DEL COFTO DELLE OPERE DI RIPARAZIONE

TIPOLOGIA

1 m3 X lire lire

2 m3 X lire lire

3 m3 X lire lire

Totale line





Tab. 5

Fdific.io di abitazione in muratura portant.- in pietra
- n° 2 piani fuori terra
- Orizzontanenti in le.5110

- Volune 700 ne. vuoto per pieno

Elcmento
costruttivo

Costo nnitario
Ii costruzione

Costo di costru
zione in £/mc.
di fabbricato

Incidence sul
costo di co-
struzione del
fabbricato

Costo di rifa
eimento
integrale in £/mc.
di fabbr.

Strutture
verticali
Murature pojr
tanti in pie
tra

£/mc 38.000 10.260 30,78? 13.000

Orizzontainen
ti
Solai in lesno £/mq 10.000 2.285 6,85? 2.850

Struttura
copertura in le
S"10 £/mq 10.000 2.145 6,43? 3.600

Manto di co-
pertura £/mq 4.500 965 2,89? 1.150

Scale
À cor
po 240.000 345 1,0 3% 700

Tramezzi £/mq 3.500 150 0,4 5? 200

Intonaci
interni £/mq 3.400 2.770 8,32? 3.000

Intonaci
esterni £/mq 3.500 1.250 3,75? 1.400

Pavimenti £/mq 7.000 1.490 4,48 1.700

Infissi £/mq 60.000 2.800 8,40? 3.000

Fondazioni £/mc 40.000 860 2,58? —

Vespaio e
caldane £/mq 4.500 515 1,54?

Finiture
varie 1 .000 3,00?

Impianto
idro-sanit.

A

corpo 1.500 4,50? 1.500

Impianto
fcermico

A

corpo 4.000 12,0% 4.000

Impianto
elettrico

A

corpo 1 .000 3,00? 1 .000

TO TA LI £/mc 33.335 100,00?
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